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Chapter 4

Traveling 'Waves

4"1. Traveling waves

One fundamental mathematical representation of a wave is

u(æ,t):f(r-ct)

where / is a function ofone variable and c is a nonzero constant. The
animation of such a function begins with the graph of the initial profile
u(æ,0) : f (*). If c is positive, then the profile of u(r,t): f (r - ct)
at a later time t is a translation of the initial profile by an amount cú

in the positive z direction. Such a function represents a d.isturbance

moving with constant speed c:

Similarly, u(r,t) : f (r - cú) with c ( 0 represents a disturbance
moving in the negative r direction with speed lcl. In either case, the
profile at each time ú does not distort and remains a recognizable

feature of a wave as it is translated along the ¡c-axis.

Waves represented. by functions of the form u(r,t) : f (r'- ct)
are called traveling waves. The two basic features of any traveling
'wave are the underlying profi.le shape defined by / and the speed lcl

ã
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24 4. Tbaveling W-aves
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u¿¿: e'tlas, ø ) 0 constant.
Assuming that u(r,t) : f (æ _ c¿), the chain rule gives

u¿(r,t) : lf'(* - "t)l(" - ct)¡: -¿.¡rçr _ ct),
u,(r,t) : lf,@ _ ct)l(æ _ ct), : ft(a _ ct).

Applying the chain rule a second time

u¿¿(æ,t) : l-"f"(, - ct)](r - ct)¿ : c2 f,,(ï - ct),
u,,(r,t) : lÍ', (, - ct)l(æ _ 

"t)* - fil (r _ ct)

Example 4,2. The function u(æ,t) : cos(2ø * 6ú) can be seen torepresent a traveling wave by writing it as u(ø,¿) : cos[2(ø iãr¡1.Th_e initial profile u(æ,0): cos(2ø) is being displaced in åe ,"nornr"u direction with a speed of B.

A traveling wave solution of a partial differential equation is asolution of the differential equatioo *ùi"h has the form of à travelingwave u(r,t) : f (r - cú). 
.Finding traveling wave solutions generally

begins by assuming u(r,t) : f 6 - ct) anä then d.etermlrriig *ti"hfunctions / and constants c yield a solution to the differential equa-tion.

Example 4'8. Here we will find traveling wave sorutions of the waveequation

4.L. Ttaveling waves

and substituting into the wave equation implies

.2 f" (, - .t) : øf" (r - ct).

Letting z : íE * cú and rearranging shor¡¿s that we need to find c and

/(z) so that

(c2 - a)f" (z) : g

for all z.

One possibility is for c2 : a. In this case / can be any twice
differentiable function; taking any such nonconstant / and c : +r/ã,,
the two functions

u(r,t): f (r- Jat), u(r,t): f(r+1føt)
are traveling wave solutions of the wave equation. Special examples
include u(r,t): sin(ø - t/ot), u(r,t): (r * t/-ot) , and u(ø,ú) :
"-('-"/"t)2 

. Another possibility is for /// : 0, in which case / must
be a iinear function Í(r) : A+ Bz. The coefficient B should not be
zero to ensure that the profile / is not constant. In this case

u(r,t): A* B(æ - ct)

is a traveling wave solution of the wave equation for any choice of
A,B,c as long as B + 0 and c 10.

Exercise 4.4. Find traveling wave solutions of the following equa-
tions.

(a) The advection equation u,¡ * au,: 0 where ø is a nonzero
constant.

(b) The Klein-Gordon equation rL¡¿ : a1)sa - bu where a and b

are positive constants.

Exercise 4.5. Consider the Sine-Gordon equation uu : 1t¡r - sitt,t¡.

(a) Show that the profile shape / of a traveling wave solution
u(r,t) : Í(r - cú) of the Sine-Gordon equation must satisfy
the differential equation

(l - c2) f 't (z) : sin(/(z))

where z:r-ct.

25

at which the profile is translated arong the ø-axis. It is assumed thatthe function / is not constant and c is not zero in order for u(æ,t) torepresent the movement of a disturbance through a med.ium.

Example 4.1-. The function u(r,t) - u-@-st)2 represents a travel_ing wave with initial profile u(r,O) : e-r' moving in the positive ødirection with speed 5. Four frames of the animation of this r'ave â,re
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26 4. Tbaveling'Waves 4.3. Wave trains and dispersion õ,LI

Figure 4.1. The profile of a wave front at time t

is a recognizable feature which identifies the location and movement

of this disturbance, so a cold front is an example of a wave.

A traveling ivave such as the one profrled in Figure 4.1 is an

example of a waue front. A traveling wave represented by ø(r,ú) is

said to be a wave front if for any fixed ú,

u(r,t) -+ le1 aß ø --+ -oo, u(r,t) -"+ le2 a.s Ø -' co

for some constants k1 and kz. In general, the values k1 and kz are not
necessarily the same. In the particular case that the measure of t¿ is

approximately the same on both sides of the disturbance (h : lcz),

then the wave front is called a pulse. A pulse disturbance temporarily
changes the value ofu at position z before it setties back to its original
value.

Example 4.7. The traveling wave u(r,t) : ¿-("-st)t in Example 4.1

is a pulse since lim"-*e-@-st¡' :0 and limr*-- 
"-(r-5t)2 - 

g.

The traveling wave u(æ,t) : cos(2ø * 6ú) in Example 4.2 is not a
wave front or a pulse since limr*- u(r,t) does not exist.

Exercise 4.8. Is the traveling wave in Exercise 4.6 a wave front,
pulse, or neither?

4.3. 'Wave trains and dispersion

The traveling wave u(r,t) : cos(2r * 6ú) from Example 4.2 is not a
wave front or pulse, but rather an exampie of another type of wave.

(b) The differentiar equation in part (a) is a second order nonrin-
ear equation. Since this equation does not explicitly involve
ft(z), it can be reduced to a first order equation v¡ith the
following technique. Multipry both sides of the differentiar
equation in part (u) by ft(z) and. integrate both sides with
respect to z to show that

(r - "r) (f, (r)), - A _ 2 cos(f (z))

where ,4 is an arbitrary constant of integration.
(c) In the special case .4 :2 and,O < c < 1, show that the first

order equation in part (b) can be rewritten in the form

(f'(r))2 : 
#êsin2 (¡(z)lz).

Then verify that

f (r):4arcran f"-, (¿)l
L \t/I-c"/J

is a solution of this equation. Thus for any speed 0 < c < 1,

u(æ,t): f (* - ct) :4arctan l""O l:)lL \t/I_c2/l
is a traveling wave solution of the Sine_Gordon equation.

Exercise 4.6. The previous exercise shows that

u(æ, t) : 4 arctanl""" f gg\ I
L*'-\!/T=æ))

is a traveling wave sorution of the sine-Gordon equation for any speed0 < c < 1. Animate this traveling v/ave three times r.rri.rg th."u
different choices of c. How does the profile of the travehn! wave
change with c?

4.2. Wäve fronts and pulses

A sudden change in weather occurs when a cold front passes through
a region' The temperature at points ahead of the front appear to beat a relatively constant k1 degrees, while behind the disturbance the
temperature has dropped (sometimes by more than B0"F) to a new
temperature kz. On a weather map, the sud.den drop in temperature

u
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Figure 4.8. One cycle of a wave train.

A traveling wave which can be $iritten in the form

u(r,t) : Acos(ter - ut) or u(r,t) : Acos(kæ i wt)
where A * 0, k) 0 and ø ) 0 are constants is called a ï/ave train.
By rewriting u(r,t) as

u(æ,t):,4cosln(*-? "L \ kt)l
one can see these are in fact traveling waves with profile shape /(z) :Acos(kz) moving wirh speed c: altç (see Figure a.Z). fvfåre gàíer_
ally, wave trains are represented as u(x,t) : f (kæ _ ,,lt) wherá f e)is a periodic function.

In a wave train u(ø, t) : Acos(tcr_at),the number k is called the
wave number and represents the number of cycles of this periodic
wave that appear in a window of length 2r.on the r_axis (Figure  .3).
The number ø is called the circurar frequency and represents the
number of cycles of the wave that pass by any fixed point r on the
r-axis during a time interval of 2n.

4.3. 'Wave trains and dispersion 29

A partial differential equation may have solutions which are wave

trains, but not necessarily for every possible wave number k or fre-

quency ø. To find which wave numbers and frequencies are permit-
ted, one can substitute the form of a wave train such as u(r,t) :
Acos(kr - øú) into the difierential equation and reduce it to a rela-
tionship between k and u. This relationship is called a dispersion
relation and indicates which values of k and a may be selected in
order for u(æ,t) to be a wave train solution.

Example 4.9. Here we will look for wave train solutions of the form
u(r,t) : Acos(kr - at) for the advection equation

u¡ * au*: Q.

Computing the partial derivatives u¡ arrd ø, of this wave train form
shows r(r, ú) wilt be a solution of the advection equation if

aAsin(kr - at) *ø [-kAsin(kr - t,,r¿)] : 0,

or

A(, - øk) sin(kr - øt) : g.

The dispersion relation here is a : ak. Thus for any wave number k,
u(r,t) : coslk(ø - øt)] is a \¡¡ave train solution traveling to the right
with speed c: ø.

Example 4.1-0. The Klein-Gordon Equation u,¿¿ : o:t!¡s - bu (ø,b
positive constants) models the transverse vibration of a string with
a linear restoring force. The wave train u(r,t): Acos(kr - øú) is a
solution of this equation if

-a2Acos(kr - ut): al-t*Acos(kr - ut)] -bAcos(tcr - ut)

or

A(r' - akz -u)cos(kr - øú) : ¡.

Thus u(r, t) : Acos(kæ - ut) is a solution of the Klein-Gordon equa-

tion if le and ø satisfy the dispersion relation u2 : alc2 * ö. When
,¡ : 1/aP * b, the wave train solution takes the traveling wave form

u(r,t):,Acos Qr. - Jrt'*r) : A.o, 
þ (" 

- lry t)l

4. Traveling'W-aves
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Figure 4.2, A wave train.
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with speed

(4.1) alc2 + b_=i- bo*ø:

4. Traveling'Waves

ab
¿ * -¡----a'-0

There is a fundamental difference between the previous two ex_amples' In the advection equation, a[ wave train solutions travelwith the same speed c: o,. In the Klein_Gordon example, equation
(4'1) shows that wave trains with higher frequency a traverwith iower
speed c. A partial differential equation which has wave train soiutions
is said to be dispersive if waves trains of different frequen.iu. , prop-
agate through the medium with different speeds. The Klein-Gordon
equation is dispersive while the advection equation is not.
Exercise 4.11,. Suppose that waves in a medium are governed by the
Klein-Gordon equation. Based on (4.1), what are the possible speedsthat a wave train can move through the med.ium? In iarticutu.l ho*fast and how slow can a v¡ave train move through the medium?
Exercise 4'L2' rn each of the following partiar differentiar equa-tions, find the dispersion reration to. *"* truin solutions of the formu(r , t) : A cos(lçr - øú) , then determine if each equation is dispersiveor not. Assume ø is a positive constant.

(") LL¿¿: aLL¡a The wave equation
(b) u'tt * a'tørær :0 The beam equation
(") u,¿ * u* I u,,, - 0 The linearized KdV equation

Exercise 4'18' It is sometimes easier to find a dispersion relation
using the complex wave train

u(r,t): cos(kæ - at) * i,sin(tcr - ¡¡t) : 
"i(kx-ut)where ¿ is the imaginary unit. In this case ur(æ,t) : ¿þ"i(kr-ut¡

and u¿(r,,t) : -,i¿¿¿i(kr-ut) . Use this form of a wave train to finda dispersion relation for the following partiar differential uqrutioor.
Assume a and. d, are positive constants. 

vYq@lrvr

Ilì ut + auæ : d1t* The linearized Burgers equation(b) tut * u,, :0 The schrödinger eqìation(") LL¿¿ : a,11,27 The wave 
"q,rátiorr'

Chapter 5

The Korte\ reg-deVries
Equation

I was observing the motion of a boat which was rap-
idly drawn along a narrow channel by a pair of horses,
when the boat suddenly stopped - not so the mass of
water in the channel which it had put in motion; it
accumulated round the prow of the vessel in a state
of violent agitation, then suddenly leaving it behind,
roìled forward with great velocity, assuming the form
of a large solitary elevation, a rounded smooth and
well-defined heap of water which continued its course
along the channel apparently without change of form
or diminution of speed. I followed it on horseback,
and overtook it still rolling on at a rate of some eight
or nine miles an hour, preserving its original figure
some thirty feet long and a foot to a foot and a half
in height. Its height gradually diminished, and after
a chase of one or two miles I lost it in the windings
of the channel.l

J.S. Russell, 1844.

1 Johr Scott Russell, Report on æaoes, Report of the 14th Meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science, 1844, pp, 311-990.

c:
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tôùz 5. The Korteweg-deVries Equation

(5.1) ut*uuæ*urrr-0.
For a more complete read.ing on the history of solitons, the KdVequation, and other fundamental equations from which solitons arise,
see the monograph S ol'itons'in Mathematics ønd Phys'ics by Alan C.Newell [N"*]

Figure 5.1. A pulse profile in which u(2,ú), u,(r,t), and
uq.(r,t) approach 0 as z * too.

às z --+ *co (see Figure 5.1). Substituting u(r,t): f@ - cú) into
the KdV equation u¿ -l uu, *'urr": 0 forms a third order nonlinear
ordinary differential equation for f(z),

-cf'+ f f'+ f"' :0.
This particular equation can be integrated once to get

-cf+*f2+f":a
'¡¡here ø is a bonstant of integration. Fbom the assumptions that /(z)
and f"(z) -- 0 as z --+ æ1the value of ø is zero. Multiplying by //

-cf f'+lf,f'+ f'f":o
and integrating again results in the first order equation

-lrÍ' + lÍ' + ¡1¡'¡' :6.
Since /(z), f'(") - 0 as z -+ oo from the form of the pulse, the
constant of integration b is zero. Solving for (/')2 gives

3(f')' : (sc- f)f2.
Flom here we will require 0 < f (") ( 3c in order to have a positive
right-hand side; taking the positive square root yields

/;YÔ f'_ 1

\ßc- f "

To integrate the left hand side, make the rationalizing substitution
g2 :3c- /; substituting /: 3"- g' and f' - -2gg'results in

2\/3
;------ 9' : -1.óc-q"

5.2. Solitary v¡ave solutions 33

5.1. The KdV equation

In 1834, J's. Russelr observed the phenomena of a large burge of waterslowly traveling arong a channel of water. The abiily ofJhis waterwave to retain its shape {or such a long period of time was quite
remarkable and led Russe* to study this disturbance by cond,råirrg
numerous detailed experiments. He later came to cat this phenomena
a wave of Thanslation, highly suggestive of a travering wave. Russell,swork on the wave of Tþanslation is now considered the beginningstudy of what are now called sol,itøry waues or sol,itons.

R'ussell's experiments and observations drew the attention of no-table scientists such as- Boussinesq, Rayleigh, and Stokes. In 1g95,Korteweg and devries derived u purtirt åigàentiat equation to modelthe height of the surface of sha'ow water in the presence of ronggravity waves [Kdv]' In these waves, the rength of the wave is rargecompared to the depth of the water, a,s was the case in Russell,s waveof tanslation' The differentiar equation of Korteweg and devries,
Ut -t (q + øzU)Uæ I a.s[Jrr, : g, ø2,o,s f 0,

is a third order nonlinear equation now known as the Korteweg-
deVries equation or KdV equation. A substitution of ¿ : er + a2(Jand a scaling of the independent variables r and. ú resurts in the re-duced form of the KdV equation,

u

x

5.2. Solitary \{¡ave solutions

In this section we w'r look for traveling wave sorutions of the reducedKdv equation (5'1). The sorutions tha=t witt be found are cated sori-tons and model the wave phenomena observed by Russell.
In the spirit of a "heap" of water forming a 'w'ave 

of Translation,we will look for a traveling wave solution u(*,1 : f (r_ "ril"ìfr"form of a pulse, where c ) 0, and f ("), f,(z),'and"¡),çr¡ r""Jì" O
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5. The Korteweg-deVries

Amplitude 3c

Figure 5.2. A proflle of a solita^ry wave solution of the KdV equation.

By the method of partial fractions, integration of both sides
respect to z gives

\ ¡ave solutions

5.1. Find a pulse traveling wave solution of the modi,f,ed
ut*u2ur*t.L."r: 0. This equation appears in electric
and multicomponent plasmas [IR].

5.2. Since the KdV equation is nonlinear, the sum of two
is not necessarily another solution. To illustrate this,

tr represent two solutions of ø¿ * uu, * ur", : 0. Show that
"r¡r is a solution only when the product ?r¿r does not depend

5.3. (Interacting Solitary Waves) Suppose ki and k2 ate
numbers and set

ln "/u+ s
t/sc - g

: -t/cz + d

u1(r,t) :
u2(r,t) :

A

exp(kft - lir),
exp(kf;t - tczr),

(h - kz)z /(h-t kù2

-1
for some constant of integration d. Solving for g yields

sQ): r/l¿ exp(-1/cz *
cz+ d)+L

: -\/BctanhllQ/cz - d)] ,

and then computing Í :3c - 92 results in

f (") : Bc sech2 l*frl¿" - d)]

Recall that sech(z) : Ilcosh(z), where cosh(z) : Iþ, * e-").
Since the arbitrary constant d is simply a shift of the shape

f (") :3c sech2 lTl""l ,

v/e can get a good idea of what this traveling wave looks like
d : 0. The resulting traveling wave solution to the Kd,V

(5.2)

A profile of this wave is shown in Figure b.2. This pulse is
solitary wave or soliton.

Russell observed in his experiments that Waves of
with greater height moved with a greater velocity. This is
out in the solution (5.2) of the KdV equation by observing that
amplitude of the wave is 3c, three times the wave speed c.

.,, k?q * tcTuz * 2(h - kz)2uru2 + Aupz(k?uz + kBuù
(1+ø1 *uz+Auyu2)2

a solution of. ut * uu, * uæax : 0 derived using a method
in ['Whi, pp. 580-583]. Taking kt : I and. k2: 2, ani-
ú) for -10 1 r 1 10 and time -10 < t < 10 to observe

of this double soliton solution. If animating using the
provided with the companion MATLAB software (see

, setting the u(æ, ú) field to kdv2 (x, t) will view this solution.

@-"Ð)u(r,t): 3c sech2
t/"
2

F
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Chapter 6

The Sine-Gordon
Equation

In this chapter we will derive the Sine-Gordon equation

1trtt -'tl* * Sinø : 0

as a description of a mecho,nical transmiss,ion I'ine, and look for trav-
eling wave solutions of this equation.

6.1. A mechanical transmission line

In the late 1960's, A.C. Scott constructed a mechanical analogue of
an electrical transmission line. This device consists of a series of pen-

dula connected by a steel spring and supported horizontally by a thin
wire (Figure 6.1). Each pendulum is free to swing in a plane perpen-
dicular to the wire, however in doing so, the spring coils and provides
a torque on the two neighboring pendula. This interaction between
adjacent pendula permits a disturbance in one part of the device to
propagate, mechanically transmitting a signal down the line of pen-
dula. If a pendulum at one end of the device is disturbed slightl¡ then
the transmitted disturbance results in a small "wavy" motion (Fig-
ure 6.2). A more dramatic effect occurs if a single pendulum at one

end is quickly turned one full revolution around the v¡ire (Figure 6.3).

--

Jf
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38 6. The Sine-Gordon Equation

ü t U ï t

ü U ü ü I

Figure 6.L. Pendula attached to a horizontal spring.

Figure 6.2. A small distu¡bance moving dow¡ the pendulum line

6.2. The Sine-Gordon equation
In [Sc, pp. 48-4g], the Sine-Gordon equation

(6.1) 'Ltrtt -?-Lææ * sinu : 0

6.2. The Sine-Gordon equation

Figure 6.3. A large disturbance moving down the pendulum iine.

À¡
À.r

ü

Figure 6.4

the angles of rotation of the pendula. Here we will a,ssume that each
pendulum has mass rr¿ and length l, and the pendula are equally
spaced along the spring with a separation distance of Aø. Let u¿(t)
measure the angle of rotation of the itÀ pendulum at time ú, with
u¡ :0 being the down position (Figure 6.4).

39

rt
ItU

ui+l

Uu¡

U

is derived a,s a continuous model for describing motions of the pendula,
where u(r, ú) represents the angle of rotation of the pend;lum at
position r and time ú. The sine-Gordon equation arso arises in the
study ofsuperconductor transmission rines, crystals, raser purses, and
the geometry of surfaces. See [Sc, p. 2b0] for references.

we will now follow scott's derivation of the sine-Gordon equation
(6.1) from a system of ordinary differential equations which modeis

I

-
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The next torque to be accounted for is the turning efiect due to
the portion of the spring between the i and (ø + i) pendula. Intuition
suggests the strength of this turning effect depends on three major
factors-the amount of twisting of the spring, the length of that part
of the spring, and the stiffness of the spring's material. One model
for this torque is

. Spring torque : *Yr#
where u¿a1 -u¿ is the amount of twist in the part of the spring between
the ¿ and (d + 1) pendula, Ar is the length of that part of the spring,
and K ) 0 is a spring constant depending upon the spring's material.
If. u¿+t - rli :0, then both ends of that segment of spring have been
rotated the same amount and so no twisting between pendula z and
(? + 1) has taken place. Large values of. u¡¡1 - r¿¿ correspond to one
end of this segment of spring being rotated much more than the other,
coiling the spring and resulting in a large torque on the z¿tu pendulum.
Long sections of spring (large aø) result in smaller torques since there
are more coils of the spring to absorb twisting of the spring.

Similarly, the torque applied to the i¿à pendulum d.ue to the twist-
ing of the spring between the ,i and (i - 1) pendula ¡¡¡ill be assumed
to be

K u¿-t - u¿)

L,r

Putting the gravitation and spring torques in Newton's second.
law (6.2) results in

(6.8) *r'# : xlri! -Zt!:4 - mstsinu¿.

Now suppose the number of pendula is increased while decreasing
their mass in such a way that mf L,r --+ M as Lr -- 0. This forms
a continuous "sheet" of material with mass density M. Let u(r,t)
denote the angle of rotation of this continuous sheet at position r
and time ú. Dividing (6.3) bV another factor of Aø gives

ml2 d2u¡ ,.ui+r - 2u¿ I u¿-r nlgt
L" æ 

: ^ ----@"f- - 7; stnu;t

F=mg

mg cos(u)

mg sin(u)

Figure 6.5

The mathematical model for the motion of the pendula is based
on Newton's second law of motion in rotational form,

(6.2) I#; :net torque acting on the i¿h pendulum

where f is the moment of inertia of the pendulum, I : ml2, and
torque is the measure of the turning effect of a force. In this case
there are three torques which wil be taken into account-the torque
due to gravity, the torque due to the twisting of the spring coiled
between pendula ø and (i - 1), and the torque due to the spring
between pendula z and (z + i).

Looking first at torque d.ue to gravity, the gravitational force
acting on the eúå pendulum tries to rotate the pendulum downward.
As shown in Figure 6.b, the resulting torque is *(zngsinz¿)(l), where
mgstnu¿ is the amount of gravitationai force perpendicular to the
pendulum, I is the distance from the pivot point to the mass, and g
is the acceleration due to gravity. Figure 6.5 arso indicates the sign
(direction) of the torque. If the pendulum has swung to the right
(0 < uo < Tl2), then sinu¿ > 0. The gravitational torque, however,
will try to rotate the pendurum back to the refi in the negative u¿
direction. If the pendulum has swung to the left (_rl2 1u¿ 10),
then sinø¿ < 0. The gravitational torque, however, will try to rotate
the pendulum back to the right in the direction of positive u¿. The
portion of the net torque due to gravity is then -mgr sinu¿to account
for the correct sign.
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and so taking the limit Lr -n 0 results in

Ml2u¡¿: KlJr" - MgIsinu.

Setting A : Mlz and ? : MgI puts this in the form of the Sine-
Gordon equation

(6"4) Aur*-Kur"l?sinø:0
Exercise 6.1. The more general Sine-Gordon equation (6.4) can be
reduced to the form (6.1) through a change of independent variables.
Suppose u(r,t) is a solution of

Autt-Ku""lTsinu:0.
Let { and r be a new set of independent variables formed by the
scaling €: ar and u: ôt. Letting U(Ë,r) be defined by t/((,r) :
u(æ,t), frnd scaling constants a and ô so that U (€, r) is a solution of

U", - U€€ * sin [/ : 0.

Exercise 6.2. The Sine-Gordon equation uft -,tLnr * sinu : 0 is a
special case of the more generalformu¿¿-urr*Vt(u): 0 where V(¿)
represents potential energy. what is the potential energy function
V(u) for the Sine-Gordon equation?

6.3. Tlaveling wave solutions

In this section we will look for traveling wave solutions of the sine-
Gordon equation (6.1),

'tltt-ltræa*Sinø:0.

Letting u(r,t) : f (r - cú) and substituting into the Sine_Gordon
equation gives

"'f" -.f" + sin¡ : g.

The equation formed after multiplying by /,,

k' - t)r" f'* (sin/)// : ¡,

can be integrated to produce the first order equation

*(", -t)(f)z -cos/:¿.
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Additional conditions are needed to find the constant of integra-
tion o,. \Mith an eye towards the pendulum problem, we will look for
a solution / which satisfi.es lQ) - 0 and ft(z) ---+ 0 as z -+ æ to
approximate the notion of undisturbed pendula ahead of a moving
disturbance. In this case ø : -1, so

(f ')' : ^* 

J-çt- 
cos /) : 2 sinz (¡ /z).I-c¿' 7-c"

Here the speed c of the traveling wave will need to satisfy c2 < I
to ensure that the right hand side is positive. One solution of this
equation is (see Exercise 4.5)

l/r\l
f ("):4arctan 

¡""n (-;ç/l ,

resulting in the traveling wave solution

6, The Sine-Gordon Equation 6.3. Tbaveling wave solutions

u(r, t): 4 arctan þr (- #) ]

Four frames of animation of this traveling wave are shown in Fig-
ure 6.6. Since u(r,ú) -r 0 as n --) oo and u(r,t) -+2¡r as ø -) -oo,
this traveling v¡ave is a wave front. Ahead of the wave front the pen-

dula are in their undisturbed state (angle ,r, near 0) while behind the
wave front the pendula are near an angle of 2zr, indicating that these
pendula have rotated completely around the horizontal spring exactly
once.

Exercise 6.3. Locate a traveling wave solutionu(æ,t): f (r - ct)
of.u¿¡-ur**srnu:0 where f(") * n and f'(r) - 0 as z ---+ oo.

In terms of the pendula problem, what is a physical interpretation of
this solution?

Exercise 6.4. Verify by direct substitution that the following is a
solution of u¿¡ - ø"r * sin u : 0:

u(æ,t):Aarctanl '*njIl/1- "]' I

lccosh(rlt/1- "r)_l
Animatethis solutionwithc : 712, -20 < r 1 20,and -50 < ú < 50.

This solution is called a pørt'icle-anttparticle collision [PS].

F
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Figure 6.6. A Sine_Gordon traveling wave.

Exercise 6.5. If the motion of the pend.ula sheet is small (angle a
remains close to zero), then one may make the approximation sinu È
u in the sine-Gordon equation (6.a). This resurts in a rinear equation,

Autt - Kur, iTu:0.
This equation is called the Klein-Gordon equation.

(a) Find all traveling wave solutions for this linear equation.
(b) If the motion of the pendula is indeed small, then ø must

remain bounded. Which speeds c admit a traveling wave
solution which is bounded?

(c) The bounded traveling wave solutions from part (b) are v¡ave
trains. Is the Klein-Gordon equation dispersive? In particu_
lar, do wave train solutions with high frequency travel with
faster, slower, or same speed. as solutions with low frequency?

(d) show that there is a cutoff frequency ø6 such that solutions
with frequency a < Øs âr€ not permitted.
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